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The competition entries will be judge at the PROSPECTS 20th Anniversary Event
outside the Town Hall and Market Hall on the new event area
See the reverse for additional information and ideas.

AGE 5-7
Create a 3D model of an animal, insect, bird, amphibian that you might find in a garden or backyard in Hyndburn. Use recycled materials
and include an A5 sheet with a bit of information about your creature to educate others about the benefits of having the creature in
your garden or backyard and include a photograph of yourself creating your model or the finished model.

AGE 8-10
Create a wildlife garden poster - make it as creative as you like but you have to educate others about general garden wildlife, one
species of wildlife or ideas of things people can do in their gardens to attract wildlife. Include drawings and/or photographs but
they must be original and not copied from a book or the Internet! You can include a photograph of yourself! Size A4 or 12” x12”
scrapbook size—you can use collage and scrapbook ideas but please use only recycled materials.

AGE 11-13
Create a 3D wildlife garden in a seed tray – maximum size is the standard overall tray size of 230mm x 375mm. Try and use a recycled
seed tray and other recycled materials. Include a few wildlife habitats and feeders not just one! Include an A4 information sheet about
your design what it includes and why you think it is the perfect wildlife garden or backyard garden area.

Closing Date 12 noon
Saturday, 11th August

CONTACT
Barbara Sharples
Improving Hyndburn’s Wildlife
Project Officer

The PROSPECTS Foundation
PROSPECTS Environment Centre
54 Broadway
Accrington BB5 1EW

Email: barbara.sharples@prospectsfoundation.org.uk
Tel: 01254-230348 Etn: 201
Mobile: 07599-106670

www.prospectsfoundation.org.uk
ProspectsFoundation
Prospects1998
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Remember
Be original – no images or films downloaded from the Internet. It must be your original work and not subject to copyright.
Get others to photograph you or film you creating your creature, poster/scarapbook page or wildlife garden so we can
see you in your competition entry!
Rope in the rest of the family to record your hard work…

IDEAS
Things you might want to think about and information you might include could be:–















The name of the wildlife creature
What size the wildlife creature is in real life
What they eat and how you can feed them
What eats them
Where they live
How does it defend itself
How is your creature friendly to humans (don’t include ones that are harmful to people)
If you could be your creature tell us what would be good and bad about your life.
How does your creature help humans?
How is your creature beneficial to your garden or backyard?
How is your creature different and similar to you?
How can you attract more of the creatures to your backyard or garden

You do not need to include everything – these are just ideas to help you.

Closing Date
12 Noon, Saturday, 11th August 2018. Bring Your ENTRY to the EVENT by 11:30am
Judging in in the afternoon at the PROSPECTS 20th Anniversary event and prizes presented at 4pm.
Details of prize winners available at PROSPECTS week commencing 13th August 2018

NOTE: There will be another competition for schools and organisations
running from September to October 2018
Closing Date
12 Noon, Friday, 26th October 2018.
Judging in November and prizes available week commencing 26th November 2018

